At the very heart of Brussels × A historic venue × A location made unique through its architecture, renovation, acoustics, hosting facilities and great service!
A HISTORIC VENUE

Nestled at the heart of the city and at a stone’s throw from the Brussels Grand-Place, we find La Madeleine, the capital’s first covered market inaugurated in 1848. After being destroyed in 1957, it fulfilled a new role and housed the City of Brussels’ Banquet Hall. The original natural stone façade remains, giving a prestigious entrance to a venue that has hosted a plethora of cultural events and festivities. In 2006, the legendary edifice was transformed into a casino.

After being refurbished by the City 2015 and under the management of Brussels Expo, La Madeleine will henceforth prove the ideal setting for all sorts of events, musical and otherwise.

A WARM WELCOME
SINCE AUGUST 2015...

BENJAMIN CLEMENTINE × SOLDOUT × YELLE × DAAN × KID WISE × SOVIET SUPREM × BOULEVARD DES AIRS × MY LITTLE CHEAP DICTAPHONE × MARINA KAYE × BONY KING × SOLDIER’S HEART × NICOLA TESTA × NATAS LOVES YOU × LE PRINCE MIIAOU × KRIS DANE × JOE BEL × VINCENT LIBEN × KLÔ PELGAG × BENJAMIN SCHOOS × PEREZ × JOSEPH D’ANVERS × GRANDGEORGE × GAETAN STREEL × LAURIE DARMON × NACH × VICTORIA + JEAN × THE VAMPS...

“GET YOUR COPY NOW”

THE PRESS ROOM

«...a new venue – La Madeleine – that’s already earned its stripes and never emptied throughout all ten days of the BSF...» LE SOIR

«La Madeleine, the unexpected surprise of the BSF.» LA LIBRE BELGIQUE

«A second AB for Brussels.» DE STANDAARD

«The excellent acoustics of the venue makes it the perfect location to attend intimate concerts. This beautifully refurbished hall gives us goose bumps.» MOUSTIQUE

“La Madeleine seduces its audience... an iconic location, a joyful meeting place where music takes centre stage in an ideal setting.» RTBF
DESCRIPTION

ENTRANCE HALL
- 1 box office/information desk
- 1 cloakroom/store-room

GROUND FLOOR
- 80 m² (L: 10 m / W: 8 m / H: 5 m) stage
- Capacity from 250 seats to 1050 standing places
- 1 or 2 bars
- Lavatories
- Elevator

FLOOR 01
- 250 seats to 350 standing places
- Stage management
- 1 bar
- 1 kitchen
- 3 function rooms
- Lavatories
- Elevator
- Wi-Fi

FLOOR 02
- 10 dressing room
- 1 production office
- 1 kitchen
- 1 catering area
- 1 recreational room, ‘lounge’
- 6 bathrooms (toilets and showers)
- Elevator
- Wi-Fi

FROM 2017
A FLEXIBLE ROOM

LA MADELEINE LOUNGE
From 250 seats to 600 standing places

LA MADELEINE MEDIUM
From 630 seats to 1050 standing places

LA MADELEINE XL (AVEC BALCONS) - Dès 2017
1.400 standing places

COMFORT FOR PERFORMERS
HOW TO REACH US

ADRESSE  Duquesnoystraat 14 - 1000 Brussels – Belgium

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
› Metro 1 – 5: Central Station
› Bus 48 – 95: Grand-Place
› Trains: Central Station

CAR PARKS
› Interparking Grand-Place
  (Entrance Place du Marché aux Herbes – 1000 Brussels)
› Interparking Albertine
  (Entrance Gerechtsplein – 1000 Brussels)

CONTACT US

MANAGEMENT, PROGRAMME & DEVELOPMENT
Denis GERARDY - denis.lamadeleine@icloud.com

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Carine BOONE - carine.lamadeleine@icloud.com - +32 (0)2 894 27 83

OPERATIONS & TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Didier GAUME - didier.lamadeleine@icloud.com

SPONSORS & ADVERTISING
Janet MATHONET - j.mathonet@palais12.be

WWW.LA-MADELEINE.BE